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Minutes 
 
 
 
 

 
Agenda Item 1 – Call to Order 
Terri Wendlandt called the meeting to order at 1:30 p.m.  The following members were in 
attendance: Terri Wendlandt (Westar); Jayne Clarke (Sunflower); Willie Brooks (AECC); Paul 
Krebs (KCPL); Bill Thompson (AEP); Gina Wilson (ITC); and Vanisha Patel (TEA representing 
SPRM).  Also in attendance were; Juliana Brint (Platts); Nathan Case (ACES); Carol Shoemake 
and Cassandra Strange (OGE); Bryan Willnerd and Brad Lafler (LES); Phuong Phu (KCPL); 
Jennifer Moore (KMEA); Pat Mosier (AR Public Service Commission); and Scott Smith, Phil 
McCraw, and Susan Polk (SPP). 
 
Agenda Item 2 – Approval of Minutes from September 20th Meeting 
Terri Wendlandt asked if there were changes to the September 20th minutes. Willie Brooks made 
a motion to accept the minutes and Vanisha Patel seconded. The minutes were unanimously 
accepted without amendment.  

Agenda Item 3 – Central Counterparty Update 
Scott Smith advised that SPP had met with local counsel to obtain a letter from the IRS 
confirming SPP’s non-profit status.  A draft letter should be ready to be sent to the IRS by early 
next week. 
 
Agenda Item 4– Appendix E RTWG Changes 
Phil McCraw advised the Group that the results of the email vote to approve the changes to the 
Appendix E and section 3.1.1.6 were 8 to approve and one member did not vote. The changes 
went to the RTWG and they had suggested minor changes to the language. They had requested 
the phrase “or planning to transact” be removed from paragraph 1. They had also edited the 
language in paragraph 4 to align with current tariff language. The language now refers back to the 
requirements in 3.1.1.8 of Attachment X. After discussion Jayne Clark made a motion to approve 
both of the RTWG’s suggested changes. Terri Wendlandt seconded the motion.  The motion was 
unanimously accepted in a roll call vote. Susan Polk will submit a redline of the Group’s changes 
to the RTWG for their November 29th meeting. 
 
Agenda Item 5– Collateral Hold 
Gina Wilson presented research on what the MISO does in the area of holding collateral when a 
Market Participant leaves the market. MISO holds 100% of the collateral until after S55, then 15% 
till after S85, and then all is released at S105.  Scott Smith will research the SPP settlement 
calendar and draft a proposal on how to hold collateral when a Market Participant leaves the 
market. He hopes to have the proposal prepared for the next meeting.  
 
Agenda Item 6– FERC’s Conditional Acceptance of Integrated Marketplace Tariff 
Scott Smith presented concerning FERC’s order on the tariff revisions needed for the Integrated 
Marketplace. There were only two items related to credit that will need action. One concerns the 
creation of virtual reference prices for the first year. Scott went through the proposed 
methodology of calculating the reference prices with the Group.  
 
The other item that will require a reply is the appropriateness of the 97th percentile in the 
calculation of virtual reference prices.   The purpose of the 97th percentile mechanism is to 
capture the plausible worst case DA and RT LMP differentials. An informational filing will be made 
as required on this topic fifteen months after market go-live.  
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After discussion of the creation of the virtual reference prices for the first year of the Integrated 
Marketplace it was decided by consensus that SPP staff will draft language explaining the 
methodology for calculating the virtual reference prices for filing and the group would vote on the 
methodology in an email vote to be conducted once the language was provided.    

 
Agenda Item 7– Next Meeting December 20th 
Terri Wendlandt advised the Group that the next meeting would be on December 20th.  An 
agenda and working materials will be provided before that time. 
 
Agenda Item 8– Adjournment 
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 2:55 p.m. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 

Phil McCraw, Secretary 


